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October 17, 2019 
 
House & Senate Committees on Government Operations 
House Committee on Natural Resources, Fish, & Wildlife 
Senate Committee on Natural Resources & Energy 
 
Dear Honored Committee Members: 
Protect Our Wildlife was recently made aware of a 
Huntington landowner who killed – or allowed someone else 
to kill – an alarming number of bears last summer in 
defense of his cornfields. This prompted us to submit a 
public records request to the Fish and Wildlife Department 
(FWD) to obtain details on this particular case. As a result of 
the FWD’s response, we learned that upwards of 10 bears 
were killed in 2018 in approximately three weeks time, 
including both sows and boars; it is unknown if the sows had 
dependent young who were consequently orphaned. In 
prior years, this same landowner killed cubs; one was 
killed as s/he was fleeing up a tree after the adult 
bear was killed.  
 
The landowner’s 15+ acres of cornfields are within close 
proximity to a state forest so they are essentially baiting 
bears from their natural habitat to feed on the corn. Best 
practices around planting corn is to plant as far away as 
possible from forest tree lines, wetlands, or other cover for 
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bears. To our knowledge, this landowner is not using the 
appropriate electric fencing to prevent reoccurrence, nor 
have the wardens asked that this landowner take such 
action. One of the benefits of properly installed and 
maintained electric fencing is that it not only deters bears, 
but it conditions them to stay away. Bears are intelligent 
animals. After a few visits to a potential food source and 
receiving nothing but an electric shock, they will learn to 
avoid the fence (and thus the attractant) and may even 
leave the area for good.1 
 
Vermont law allows landowners to kill bears in defense of 
corn, but the relevant law, Title 10 V.S.A. § 4827, must be 
followed. Based on our exchanges with FWD we are 
concerned that this law was not properly enforced. The 
statute, titled black bear doing damage, requires, in relevant 
part, the following {emphasis added}: 
 

(c) A person who wounds or kills a bear pursuant 
to this section shall immediately report the 
wounding or killing to a game warden. Within 12 
hours of the wounding or killing, the person 
who performed the act shall submit a 
written, signed report relating the date, time, 
place, and reason for the wounding or killing 
to a game warden. 
 
(d) A person who kills a bear under this section 
shall immediately properly dress the carcass and 
care for the meat. 
 
(e) The game warden shall immediately 
investigate the case and if satisfied that the bear 
was taken as provided in this section, the 

																																																								
1	http://www.bearsmart.com/managing-communities/electric-fencing/	
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warden shall give the person who owns or 
occupies the land a certificate of his or her 
finding in the matter. The certificate shall entitle 
the person who owns or occupies the land to the 
ownership of the carcass. However, the person 
may not sell or give away the carcass except to 
offer all or a portion of it to an agent designated 
under subsection (b) of this section as 
compensation for killing the bear. Any carcass not 
desired for home consumption in the household of 
the certificate holder or designated agent shall be 
turned over to a game warden. 

 
FWD’s response to our records request indicates that while 
this landowner did notify the warden, it appears as though 
the landowner did not submit written signed reports as 
required by subsection (c). There is also no record of the 
warden-issued certificates required by subsection (e). The 
wardens’ notes of the investigations of the multiple incidents 
are brief in nature. Documentation of the carcasses being 
dressed is not present in some records.  
 
We asked Colonel Batchelder 2 to help us understand why 
the statute was not adhered to but he never responded to 
our inquiries. With such an extreme case, there is 
heightened concern that this farm may be impacting local 
bear populations and leaving cubs orphaned. For this 
reason, we chose to reach out to the landowner ourselves to 
discuss the issue. POW’s President, Brenna Galdenzi, sent an 
email to the landowner to get a better understanding of the 
situation and he was uninterested in discussing the matter. I 
thought a phone call might be a better approach, so I called 
the landowner on September 4th.  I conveyed the mission of 
our organization and that we seek to ensure that the 
meager, existing laws that are in place for wildlife are 
																																																								
2	https://docdro.id/0EYIFHY	
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actually enforced. I asked if he would be willing to provide 
his side of the story. While the landowner was polite, he was 
not willing to speak with me about the incident or particulars 
as to how many bears they’ve killed. I mentioned that 
having over 15 acres of corn near a state forest, without any 
method of deterring the bears, invited the animals onto his 
property. 
 
The concerns noted above are not unique to how the 
Huntington case was handled. Upon reviewing additional 
public records specific to bears killed in defense of property 
statewide since 2018, it is evident that the laws that are in 
place are enforced loosely, if at all.  
 
Except where bears are doing damage to un-harvested 
cornfields or in cases of “exigent circumstance” as defined 
by the statute, the law requires “reasonable nonlethal 
measures” to be employed before a landowner is permitted 
to kill a bear to protect his or her property when he or she 
can prove the bear was doing damage to the following: 

(A) livestock, a pet, or another domestic animal; 
(B) bees or bee hives; 
(C) a vehicle, building, shed, or any dwelling; or 
(D) a crop or crop-bearing plant other than grass. 

 
The law also requires that the landowner adhere to sections 
(c) through (e) as noted on page 2 of this letter.  
 
There are records of landowners killing bears to protect 
chickens who are allowed to free range. A man who chains 
his dog outside, killed a bear at 8:30PM when the bear 
appeared in his yard. He said that the bear was “staring” at 
his dog. The man did not fire a warning shot, rather shot the 
bear to kill. In many cases where bears were killed, the 
landowner had not secured beehives with electric fencing 
and if they did, it was not working properly. 
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Black bear populations cannot rebound quickly in response 
to over-killing, unlike some other species. Bears do not 
reach sexual maturity until about 3 ½ years. Sows only give 
birth every other year. Litters range from one to five cubs 
(two cubs average), and survival rate is low. The cubs stay 
with the sow for 16-24 months. Bears are a charismatic 
species that are adored by a wide variety of stakeholders 
from wildlife photographers to tourists who visit Vermont 
hoping to catch a glimpse of a bear. We appreciate that 
there are laws in place to protect landowners against 
damage caused by wildlife. However, it is evident that these 
laws are not being properly enforced to the potential 
detriment of wildlife populations.  
 
This matter is of our interest to our 2,000+ Vermont 
supporters, especially those who live in the Huntington area 
where the incident that first brought this to our attention 
took place. The public records indicate that this egregious 
killing persisted with little respect for the law. We ask that 
this issue be addressed with VT Fish & Wildlife by your 
Committee to ensure that the meager laws that are on the 
books are being followed. We also ask that the exemption 
that is currently in place for un-harvested cornfields be 
repealed and that those landowners be required to try non-
lethal options prior to killing bears, as is generally required 
under (a)(1).  
 
 
Respectfully, 
Holly Tippett 
Protect Our Wildlife, Co-founder & VP | Stowe, Vermont 


